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Japanese identity through the 
eyes of Japanese writers  

(II half of XX century)

Japanese national identity have been changed under the influence of 
other countries. The crises, that have occurred in the country, threatened 
the traditional identity of the Japanese people. Especially actively started 
to study identity in the postwar years. At this time, developed classical 
literature. It became popular to write real and negative aspects of postwar 
lives of ordinary Japanese people. Many writers of the time such as Kenza
buro Oe, Shintaro Ishihara, Yamakawa Macao, Yukio Mishima, showed in 
his works psychological changes a person, his experience of the defeat in 
the war, its goals and assessment of what is happening around. This article 
describes the most bright works in which you can find reflection of the 
Japanese after war social life and understanding the identity of Japanese 
writers.
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Жaпон жaзу шылaры 
көзқaрaсындaғы жaпон 

бі ре гей лі гі (ХХ ғaсыр дың  
II жaрты сы)

Жaпон ұлт тық бі ре гей лі гі бaсқa ел дер дің ықпaлы мен тaлaй рет 
өз ге ріс тер ге ұшырaп отырғaн. Ел де орын aлып отырғaн дaғдaрыстaр 
жер гі лік ті хaлық тың дәс түр лі бі ре гей лі гі не қaтер төн ді ріп отырғaн 
ке зең дер де болғaн. Әсі ре се екін ші дү ниежү зі лік со ғыстaн ке йін гі 
жылдaры бі ре гей лік мә се ле сі бел сен ді зерт те ле бaстaды. Со ны мен 
қaтaр бұл ке зең де клaссикaлық әде биет тез дaмы ды. Со ғыстaн ке
йін гі қaрaпaйым жaпон дықтaр өмі рі нің шынaйы жә не жaғым сыз 
жaқтaрын жaзу ке ңі нен тaнымaл бол ды. Сондaйaқ Оэ Кэндзaбу ро, 
Исихaрa Синтaро, Ямaкaвa Macao, Ми симa Юкио сияқ ты көп те ген 
жaзу шылaр сол ке зең де гі aдaмдaрдың іш кі жaн дү ниесін де гі пси хо
ло гия лық өз ге ріс тер ді, со ғыстa же ңі ліс ке ұшырaғaн жaн күй зе ліс
те рі мә се ле ле рін ке ңі нен кө тер ген. Бұл мaқaлaдa Жaпо нияның сол 
ке зең де дү ниеге кел ген ең жaрқын әде би туын дылaры сипaттaлып, 
олaрдaғы әлеу мет тік өмір дің кө рі ні сі жә не жaпон бі ре гей лі гі мә се
ле ле рі зерт те ле ді.

Тү йін  сөз дер: жaпон бі ре гей лі гі, жaпон әде биеті, со ғыстaн ке йін
гі Жaпо ния.

Aши новa Ж.Е, Дaутбaевa Н.С.

Японскaя иден тич нос ть 
глaзaми японс ких писaте лей  

(II по ло винa XX векa)

Японскaя нaционaльнaя иден тич нос ть не рaз под вергaлaсь из
ме не ниям под влия нием дру гих стрaн. Кри зи сы, проис хо див шие в 
стрaне, стaви ли под уг ро зу трaди ци он ную иден тич нос ть ко рен ных 
жи те лей. Осо бен но aктив но сaмои ден ти фикaция нaчaлa изучaться в 
пос ле воен ные го ды. В это вре мя бур но рaзвивaлaсь клaсси ческaя ли
терaтурa. По пу ляр ным стaло писaть реaльные и негaтивные сто ро ны 
пос ле воен ной жиз ни прос тых япон цев. Мно гие писaте ли то го вре ме
ни, тaкие кaк Оэ Кэндзaбу ро, Исихaрa Синтaро, Ямaкaвa Macao, Ми
симa Юкио, покaзывaли в своих произ ве де ниях пси хо ло ги чес кие из
ме не ния че ло векa, его пе ре живa ния о порaже нии в вой не, его це ли и 
оцен ку проис хо дя ще го вок руг. В дaнной стaтье опи сывaют ся нaибо
лее яр кие произ ве де ния, в ко то рых мож но нaйти отрaже ние рaзви
тия со циaль ной жиз ни пос ле воен ной Япо нии и по нимa ние иден тич
нос ти японс ки ми писaте ля ми. 

Клю че вые словa: японскaя иден тич нос ть, японскaя ли терaтурa, 
пос ле военнaя Япо ния.
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JAPANESE IDENTITY 
THROUGH THE EYES 

OF JAPANESE WRITERS 
(II HALF OF  

XX CENTURY)

The national identity – one of the components of human identity, 
associated with their perceived belonging to a particular ethnic group 
or nation. The national identity is not identical with the concepts of 
nationality and citizenship, although they can be factors that have a 
strong influence on it. The interpretation of the identity of a nation 
is not only attribution itself to certain civilized community, but also 
the vision of its place in the system of international relations. [1] In 
this article, the development of the national identity of Japan will 
be treated through Japan literature. Therefore, we have been care-
fully analyzed the works of authors of the second half of XX-th cen-
tury. The leading theme of many authors was dissatisfaction, loss of 
purpose and humility of defeat. The social stagnation, loose morals 
found in the works of most writers, including Oe Kenzaburo, Shin-
taro Ishihara, as well as many others – Yamakawa Macao, Yukio 
Mishima. For example, take the product of the Mishima. «Confes-
sions of a Mask», where the autobiographical hero whose teenage 
years comes at a time of war, shows a range of adverse reactions to 
the war». And here in front of our eyes appeared the consequences 
of yesterday’s bombing. Pedestrian bridge over the railway tracks 
were all made to stretchers with the wounded. <...> I felt like a fire 
erupted in my soul. This exhibition misfortunes gave me the courage 
to make yourself strong. I felt the lift, the excitement that cause rev-
olutions «[2.27]. This reaction has been repeatedly featured in many 
works of the twentieth century. «During the war years it became 
fashionable ecstasy death on the battlefield, and I sympathized with 
this craze with all my heart. If I was lucky enough to fall «hero’s 
death», so little befitting my humble person, I would lay in the grave 
itself and gleefully laughing at fooled Life. However, if you heard 
the sirens roar, I quickly rushed to the shelter of all «[2.32]. Pay 
special attention to the last words. The hero does not spare himself 
and others, he openly describes the very real and dire events of the 
war. For example, he describes poignantly state campaign: «Since 
the beginning of the war in the country, a wave of sanctimonious 
stoicism. I reached it, and the walls of our school. What we were 
looking forward to the day when we come to high school students, 
and finally obtain the right to wear long hair! But, these hopes were 
not realized. Gone and liberties with bright socks. More lessons al-
lotted for military training; every day there were another innovation, 
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one more absurd than the other «[2.34]. Maverick, 
not perceiving themselves as part of the state (for 
the Japanese, known for their «collectivist» spirit, 
especially due harsh propaganda efforts during the 
war, quite unexpectedly), he drags to death, but not 
eager to go to war and defend Japan. After receiv-
ing the summons, he passes a medical examina-
tion in the countryside, where, in comparison with 
healthy peasants, frail Tokyo person certainly look 
unhealthy, gives a cold as tuberculosis and success-
fully «decimated» by the army (the episode, by the 
way, autobiographical): «Coming out of the gate 
part, I sprinted ran down the hill, to the piedmont 
village. It was a windy winter day. As the plant at 
the time of the alarm, the legs carried me quickly 
away from danger – no matter where, if only out 
of death ... «[2.39]. The attitude to the war and the 
defeat of the coming general contains a whole range 
of conflicting emotions – escapism, apathy, replace-
ment: «For breakfast also talked about the air raid 
– the first for the current month. As the siren was 
provisional, everyone was optimistic, decided that 
nothing terrible has happened. Yes, even if some-
where and bombed – I was quite touched. Even in 
the absence of my parents’ house burns down with 
the whole family in the bargain, what do I care? I 
was not some special fanatic. So thoroughly were 
analyzed works of writers of the second half of 
XX-th century. all of us at that time considerably 
weakened the power of imagination, for every day 
it could be something like that, how would not have 
guessed and the most sophisticated fantasy. Where it 
was easier to imagine the death of relatives, than to 
imagine that the Ginza showcases newly filled rows 
of bottles with foreign labels, and the evening sky 
reflections shine neon signs «[2.42]. However, the 
main motive is becoming solipsistic self-removal, 
escapism [3]. These excerpts were taken as an ex-
ample, since this attitude was present not only the 
main character, but also the rest of the population.

Second, after the “Confessions” main “bestsell-
er” Mishima “Golden Temple” (1956) also shows 
the reaction of ordinary people to fight and defeat 
it. Mizoguchi, the protagonist of “Temple”, concen-
trating on their tragic relationship with overwhelm-
ing beauty (he dreams to burn from the bombing of 
a fire to the Golden Temple, the captives and feed-
ing it to their embodiment of absolute beauty, so as 
to get rid of the dictates of beauty and in death, to 
approach it), passing focuses and historical meta-
morphosis, becoming the backdrop for his per-
sonal existential agonizing. The main thing was, of 
course, “ending the war” – so this term ( “syusen”) 
the Japanese, both then and now seek to maximize 

displace more historically correct token “lost the 
war” ( “haysen”) [4]: “The war is over. Listening 
to the shop floor, as a read out on the radio impe-
rial decree on cessation of hostilities, I thought only 
of the Golden Temple. <...> In Tokyo, after hearing 
about the end of the war, a crowd of people with 
tears rushed to the imperial palace <...>. The temple 
was far superior military collapse and the nation’s 
tragedy. <...> The defeat in the war meant for me to 
dive into the depths of despair – for one reason only. 
I still see as a reality unbearably bright sun August 
15 and forty-five. They say the day collapsed all val-
ues; for me, on the contrary, it has revived an eter-
nity, cheered for life and established in their rights. 
Eternity told me that the Golden Temple will always 
exist “[5.33]. Familiar already “Confession” escap-
ism and almost deliberate indifference to the outside 
world in this novel, Mishima seemed amplified. As 
for the relationship to the emperor, the heir to the 
goddess Amaterasu, then there are obvious traces of 
Shinto – not archaic, but alive and relevant for the 
majority of the Japanese middle of the last century. 
So, on the day when the Emperor had read the de-
cree on the end of the war (the event itself out of the 
ordinary, because the emperor is traditionally com-
municated with citizens through written decrees and 
live contact with him almost completely excluded 
from the Japanese life – his voice heard forbidden , 
from the look on it could cause blindness, and even 
personal doctor touched the monarch in the gloves 
of the body). [6] Mizoguchi with friends before go-
ing to bed, “prays for the health of the emperor and 
for the repose of those killed in the war,” and their 
abbot for another class chooses a koan the interpre-
tation, speaking of the need to “unlimited self-deni-
al” as “true path Bodhisattva.”

It appears in the “Temple” and the theme that 
within a decade will be fundamental for Mishima, 
namely the theme of entropy, decay of morals, de-
pravity of the (opposed to the glorious bygone days 
when the emperor’s face has not “clouded clouds” 
[5.36]). The defeat in the war, after the war, imposed 
on American Constitution and, most importantly, 
the emperor renunciation of his divine essence (that 
is, the main outcome of the war and the “discovery” 
of Japan) led by Mishima, to the fact that the ancient 
spirit of the traditional Japan was betrayed reigned 
times expansions and debauchery. No, to the ideo-
logical justification of the Mishima will come later 
as soon as it fixes “atmospheric phenomena”: “I did 
not depart from Tsurukava and asked if he under-
stood that our country is entering a new era and is 
even impossible to imagine what we are waiting for 
change. I am reminded of a story that all discussed 
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in the school on the third day after the end of the war 
an officer, director of the factory, where we worked 
before, drove to his home a truck finished products, 
bluntly stating that he was going to sell on the black 
market. That’s what I see before me this bold and 
cruel, with piercing gaze man goes straight course 
in the world of vice “[5.45].

Other authors also wrote about the difficult post-
war life, the change of consciousness, although this 
time is typical for any country defeated in war. Since 
the mid-50s for the first time and there is rapidly 
gaining momentum works with elements of violence, 
which shows a strong lone hero or scored, a helpless 
young man. However, in both cases the characters 
are thrown out from society, separated from it, un-
necessary social elements, which is inherent loneli-
ness, fear of the outside world, internal helplessness. 
Already in the very first story writer is a so-called 
situation of “prison” or “solitary confinement”, such 
a psychological state of a person when he is not able 
to take action (individual or collective) and cannot 
get out of the psychological impasse. This condition 
– is conclusion themselves, alienation, “depriva-
tion of liberty”. Existential boredom, lack of hope 
for the future (in the spirit of Camus) heroes writer 
Kenzaburo Oe materialized in asocial rebellion, the 
beginnings of which we find in the early stories of 
the writer. [6]

In 50-60-ies in Japan began to dominate new 
concepts and phenomena of social life – the modern-
ization, industrialization, rapid economic growth, 
the theory of mass society, post-industrial society. 
As a result – the desire of the individual to escape 
from reality, a split personality and the loss of his 
“I”. In Japan, it is now becoming known Oe Kenza-
buro the same, and such writers as the Kaiko Ken, 
Abe Kobo. Ishikawa Tatsudzo. About them we can 
say that while these writers shared the views of the 
new radicalism of American writers and partially or 
completely torn from the “artistic” tradition of Japa-
nese classics. Kobe Abe wrote the novels “Woman 
in the Dunes”, “Burnt Card”, “Man-box”, etc .; Kai-
ko Ken story “Panic”, “Giants and Toys”, “Summer 
Darkness” (listed product refer to the end of 50th -.. 
Early 70- ies) dedicates the theme of human alien-
ation from society and the loss of identity problem.

Roman Oe “late youth” was published in 1961 
m. The novel’s hero falls in Tokyo and loses its true 
essence. Why is this happening to the hero of the 
novel, is why in the end, he mentally and physically 
degraded? Actually this is not only one main char-
acter and with millions of young Japanese immedi-
ately after the Second World War. In the preface to 
the Russian edition of the novel A. Majewski wrote 

that “the generation that Oe calls the” latecomers “, 
correctly be described as” deceived “...”. Others lit-
erary, drawing parallels with the youth of the West 
at that time, according to the Japanese youth “lost.” 
As a result, the youth of that time can be called a 
“deceived” and “late”, and “lost”. Hero “was late 
youth”, as well as the Stranger (Camus novel “The 
Outsider”), cleaved and dismembered inside and but 
to society. This explains his endless throwing from 
one people to another: Sawada politics, left-extrem-
ists. lover, a friend, a Korean [7].

Rapidly evolving technological advances have 
led to the depersonalization of millions of Japanese 
to their concentration in large industrial centers. Iso-
lation from their homes and living in Tokyo painful 
effect on the psychological state of its inhabitants. 
With the hero of Oe bird (novel “Personal experi-
ence”) is all that happens. The same dissolution man 
in the big city of Tokyo giant leads to the phenom-
enon of “loss of cultural identity.”

The story “Sakurajima” Haruo Umedzaki, which 
belongs to the first post-war generation of writers, 
art disillusioned and skeptical officer of the Navy, 
serving in the base located on the volcanic island 
of Sakurajima, close to Kagoshima, the southern 
tip of Kyushu island. Roman Osamu Dadze “Set-
ting Sun” tells the story of a soldier returning from 
Manchukuo. Shohei Ooka was awarded the “Fire on 
the plain” Yomiuri Literary Award for his novel: on 
the Japanese-deserter who goes mad in the Philip-
pine jungle. Yukio Mishima – also eminent post-
war writer, well-known for his nihilistic manner of 
writing and committed suicide (seppuku). Mitsuaki 
Inoue in the 1980s wrote about the problems of the 
nuclear age, while Shusaku. Endo, a prominent rep-
resentative of the “new third” portrayed the dilemma 
of religious Catholics in feudal Japan, kakure-kirisi-
tan, as a basis for decisions spiritual problems. Yasu-
shi Inoue also turned to the past, skillfully depicting 
people’s lives in the historical novels of Inner Asia 
and ancient Japan. He received significant recog-
nition Kobo Abe, belonged to the second post-war 
generation of writers, with his most famous work 
– Woman in the Dunes 1960. Ёsikiti Furuya (refers 
to the «generation of introverts») wrote the psycho-
drama of the difficulties of urban residents who are 
forced to deal with the minutiae of everyday life. In 
1988, the award was named Naoki Sandzyugo Shi-
zuka Todo for «matures Summer» – a story about 
the psychology of the modern woman.

All of these writers – whatever the product 
for analysis, we do not have, no doubt, encounter 
complex, intertwined and confused conglomerate 
of ideas, concepts, beliefs, which they took, learn-
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ing from the West, China, and at the same time, not 
looking up from his Japanese roots. This Buddhism 
came to Japan, the first ever in China, and Confu-
cianism, but the ethical standards which are largely 
Japanese life is arranged, and Christianity, which 
never managed to overcome in the XVII century, 
and Marxism, whose influence has been dominant 
for many years in Pasha Century [8].

Note that since the 80s writers didn’t write about 
extremism and fears beset Japanese. Also, the prob-
lem of the loss of his “I” is increasingly coming from 
the pages of literature in society. When life in Japan, 
after the horror of the post-war years has been on 
the right path of development and the general state 

of the country began to stabilize, the whole Japanese 
culture and identity look as in the West. The period 
of prosperity of the economy and raising the legs 
on all of Japanese society. This was a transition pe-
riod and preparing the ground for refusal of “nega-
tive uniqueness” in favor of “positive uniqueness”, 
which lasted more than 20 years from the mid 1960 
s to the early 1980 s and eventually gave rise to the 
mass (positive) nihondzinron. Economic well-being 
and political stability, caused a new wave of demand 
for “culture and identity” in Japanese society, and 
the response to this demand of steel various positive 
options nihondzinron asserting the uniqueness and 
superiority of the Japanese socio-economic model.
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